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The Unico System is a high-efficiency cooling and heating system that can 
be discreetly retrofitted into vintage homes or designed into new construction 
without the need for extensive remodeling or intrusive ductwork. 

New Construction & 
Custom Built Homes

Don't compromise your homes design

Historic & Traditional 
Homes

Flexibility and efficient installation make 
it a perfect fit for new construction 
applications as well as custom-built 
homes.

Log & Timber Homes

Retrofit & Remodeling Low-Load Homes

No matter when your home was built 
or what the physical configurations are, 
you can install The Unico System for 
high performance heating and cooling 
comfort.

Because so much emphasis on log and 
timber homes is placed on the aesthetics 
inherent in the use of the exposed wood; 
designers, builders, and homeowners are 
pleased with the system’s flexibility and 
unobtrusiveness.

Crafted to weave through and around 
existing construction makes it the perfect 
solution for retrofit applications. Vaulted 
ceilings and expanded living space can 
be maximized on your remodel project 
using Unico’s small HVAC equipment.

More builders are constructing super-
efficient homes. These homes are 2 to 3 
times more efficient and are considered 
“Low-Load homes” because the heating 
and cooling loads are so small. You 
save money and improve comfort 
performance. The Unico System has 
been independently verified to be the 
best HVAC system for low load homes.



GET COMFORTABLE  
with an innovative HVAC Solution from Unico

Why choose Unico
Small is huge. Instead of conventional ductwork, 
flexible supply tubing is fitted into existing wall cavities, 
ceilings or floors. Modular air handlers—small enough to fit 
into closets, attics, ceilings, crawl spaces or basements—are 
powerful enough to effectively circulate air throughout your 
home. Even though its footprint is small, the Unico System 
delivers the same level of cooling as a conventional system 
three times its size.

Whisper quiet. Our supply tubing is designed 
to be as quiet and efficient as possible, with a nylon inner 
core and insulation that absorb sound. Our air handlers are 
designed to isolate noise and vibration, with closed cell, 
sound-deadening insulation. Together, they bring decibels 
levels to the equivalent of a soft whisper. While you'll feel the 
comfort our system provides, you'll hardly notice it's running.

Draft-free, even temperatures. 
Traditional systems distribute air unevenly, dumping air into 
rooms, creating drafts and uneven temperatures throughout 
different parts of the room. The Unico System uses a principle 
called aspiration, creating a gentle suction around itself that 
draws the room air into its stream of cooled air. This delivers 
even, draft free cooling, from room to room, floor to floor, and 
floor to ceiling. 

Drier, more comfortable air. The Unico 
System removes up to 30% more humidity than conventional 
air conditioning and heating systems. So you can keep your 
thermostat a few degrees higher to achieve the same level of 
comfort and efficiency—and that saves on energy costs.
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